Division B
Generally weakly cemented valley-fill deposits of southeastern Arizona, including the Gila Formation near Safford and Duncan (Knechtel, 1936 (Knechtel, , 1938 Schwennesen, 1921; Mom'son, 1965) , Gila Conglomerate (Creasey, 1967) and St. David Formation (Gray, 1967) near Benson, Fort Lowell Formation (Davidson, 1970) , basin fill (Davidson, 1961; Cooley and Davidson, 1963, Pashley, 1966) , basin-fill gravel (Drewes, 1972) , upper unit of basin fill (Brown and others, 1966) , younger valley fill (Cooley, 1968) , and deposits called the Benson beds near Benson.
.Division B is closely related and 1ithologically similar to Division C; some exposures are assigned somewhat arbitrarily to either Division B or Division C. Where differentiated, Division C is the lower part and Division B is the upper part of a widespread sequence of late Tertiary to early Quaternary age valley-fill deposits. In the central part of some of the valleys the Division C-Division B contact may be gradational, but along the cides of valleys this contact may be unconformable. In a few valleys the Division B deposits are more than 1,000 feet thick. The deposits accumulated mainly in closed basins. Division B is recognized in the large valleys of southeastern Arizona, but equivalent deposits in western Arizona are included with Divisions E and H and locally with Division C. Division B deposits generally are nearly horizontal in the central parts of valleys or have been tilted slightly (less than 5°) in places along the valley sides, are not cut by conspicuous joints, and locally are displaced by small normal faults.
Division C
Generally v/eakly to firmly cemented valley fill of southeastern Arizona and equivalent deposits along mountain fronts or in valleys elsewhere. Division C deposits have been referred to as the Gila or Gila(?) Conglomerate (Group or Formation) by many writers (Gilbert, 1875; Schwartz, 1953; Gilluly, 1956; Creasey and others, 1961; N. P. Peterson, 1962; Heindl, 1963; Krieger, 1968) . Division C includes many deposits which have been referred to as deformed gravel or conglomerate (Davidson, 1961; Cooley and Davidson, 1963) , lower unit .of the basin fill (Brown and others, 1966) , older valley fill (Cooley, 1968 ) Tinaga Formation (upper part) (Davidson, 1970) , and Big Dome and Quiburis Formations (Krieger, 1974) in southeastern Arizona; Verde Formation (Jenkins, 1923; Twenter and Metzger, 1963) , Perkinsville Formation (Lehner, 1958) , Big Sandy Formation (Sheppard and Gude, 1972) , Willow Springs deposits (Young, 1967) near Peach Springs; bcs-i" fill (Krieger, 1965) and Walnut G^ove beds (Lance, 1960) near Prescott in the mountainous region of central and northwestern Arizona; and Bidahochi Formation (Reagan, 1924; .Repenning and others, 1958 ) and the younger gravel (Finnell, 1967) 
Division E
Generally weakly cemented deposits of silty to coarse gravel referred to by Metzger, Loeltz, and Irelan (1973) , , and Olmsted, Loeltz, and Irelan (1973) (Longwell, 1936) near Lake Mead, Kinter Formation (Olmsted and others, 1973) near Yuma, and fanglomerate (underlying the Bouse Formation) (Metzger and others, 1973; near Blythe and Needles. In many valleys the deposits are more than 2,000 feet thick. In places the deposits are tilted .at more than 30°, displaced by normal faults, and display conspicuous joints. Deposits of Division F accumulated in valleys formed along the western edge of the Colorado Plateau (after the formation of the western rim of the Plateau) near Lake Mead, after and perhaps during the late part of the structural episode that produced the topography of the Basin and Range province, and before some of the strike-slip faulting that has occurred in the Lake M2ad area. ; the fluvial gravels of Division K are similar, but slightly more indurated and involved more in structural movements than are the gravels, including the deposits called the Gila Conglomerate, of Division C. Deposits of Division K include the gravel of Nogales (Drewes, 1972) , the Tanaje Formation (lower part) (Davidson, 1970) , and the Faraway Ranch Formation (Sabins, 1957) in southeastern Arizona; the Indian B'jfte and Rock Peak Conglomerate? (Sell, 1968) in central Arizona; the Daniels and Batamore Conglomerates (Gilluly, 1946) and the Muggins beds (Wilson, 1962) in southwestern Arizona; the Blue Mountain and Robber's Roost Gravels (Koons, 1948a, b) and Buck and Doe Conglomerate of Gray (1964) and Young (1967) in northwestern Arizona; the Hickey Formation (Anderson and Creasey, 1958) and type A gravel (Price, 1950) in north-central Arizona; and a gravelly deposit on White Mesa (Cooley and others, 1969; Hunt, 1969) (Sell, 1968) , and red beds exposed in the Papago Buttes near Phoenix in central Arizona; Helmet Fanglomerate (Cooper, 1960) , Pantano Formation (Brennan, 1962) , Mineta Formation of Chew (1962) , and San Manuel Formation (Heindl, 1963; Krieger, 1974) in southeastern Arizona; Locomotive Fanglomerate (Gilluly, 1946) and red beds of the Laguna Mountains (Olmsted a^d others, 1973) near Yuma in southwestern Arizona; Dry Beaver Creek rocks (Twenter and Metzger, 1963) in north-central Arizona; and the upper sedimentary formation of Wrucke (1961) , Chuska Sandstone (Gregory, 1917) , and rim gravel of Finnell (1967) in northeastern Arizona. Division M has a maximum known thickness of more than 10,000 feet near Tucson, but elsewhere the thickness ranges from a few hundred to a few thousand feet. The deposits may be tilted steeply and locally overturned, are displaced by large normal faults, and locally displaced by relatively small-scale thrust (or gravity) faults. Andesitic to basaltic andesite, sometimes referred to as the red-speckled andesite or blue basalt (Sell, 1968) 
